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When you purchase a Valor fire you do so with the utmost confidence 
that it will serve you for many years to come. Such is the confidence 
in our products, that we are able to offer an exclusive THREE-
YEAR GUARANTEE when your fire is purchased from one of our 
network of Valor Centres – providing the fire is serviced annually in 
accordance with Valor guidelines. This gives you an additional two 
year’s peace of mind over and above our standard guarantee, so you 
can relax in the knowledge that your fire has been recommended, 
supplied and installed by professionals to the highest standards.
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Flexible installation
The Inspire 500, 600, 800 and 1000 can be wall-mounted with a frameless kit 
or choice of trim, whilst the 400 model provides an inset option with a unique 
campfire fuel bed and choice of trims. All Inspire fires can also be incorporated 
into a choice of surround suites, each made from natural Portuguese limestone,  
to create a stunning focal point in the home. The fires are glass fronted and the 
500, 600, 800 and 1000 models offer a choice of fuel bed and ceramic back 
liner, giving you exactly the design you want to suit your living room. For added 
flexibility of installation, a gather hood connector kit, designed exclusively for the 
Inspire collection, allows the fire to connect to a flexible flue system.
Even servicing is made easy, thanks to the way in which the entire burner  
assembly slides out.

Highest standards guaranteed
All Valor fires are designed, manufactured and tested to the highest standards,  
to ensure the quality and safety of the products we sell. As part of the multi  
national Glen Dimplex Heating & Ventilation division, our products are developed  
in state-of-the-art research and design facilities, incorporating the very latest  
in home heating technologies.
As a result, you can have confidence that you are buying from a leading  
brand that you can trust – backed by more than 60 years of proud history.

Ask the experts
We take great care to ensure our products are designed and manufactured  
to the highest standards and we want our fires to be sold and installed in the  
same way to provide the best possible experience for customers.
The Valor Inspire collection is available exclusively from the Valor Centre network, 
which includes experienced fire and fireplace retailers nationwide. Each retailer has 
been carefully selected to ensure they can provide you with expert knowledge, 
advice and assistance on all aspects of the fire, including installation, to make sure  
you choose the right solution for your home. Valor Centre retailers can also offer an  
exclusive three-year guarantee on Valor products – not available from any other retailer.
Visit www.valorinspire.co.uk to find your nearest Valor Centre showroom,  
where you can see our fires in action and discuss your individual requirements.

Be Inspired With Valor

At the heart of your home
For centuries, a focal point fire has been at the heart of the British home, and 
nothing  can beat the warmth, realism and control of a gas fire. The Inspire collection 
from Valor lets you bring the unbeatable ambience of a gas fire into your home, 
with a far greater range of output control than ever before thanks to Valor’s 
unique duplex burner, Duo, which is available on the 600, 800 & 1000 models. 
The Duo burner can be reduced down to 34% of output when the full flame is  
not required, typically a conventional (single) burner can be turned down to 60%  
of output – giving complete control even when the full flame is not required. 
The 500 model is fitted with a Simplex burner, which offers a realistic flame picture 
and glow. The Inspire 400 model introduces a unique campfire log bed and 
Luminaire under-bed LED lighting module, creating a warming glow that can  
be enjoyed with or without heat for year-round ambience.

Design versatility 
You can choose from a long list of design options, with 500, 600, 800 and 
1000 models each available with a choice of liners, log, and trim effect.  
Pick from two fuel beds, five ceramic back liners and choice of glass, two trim 
designs, each in a choice of four colours.
The 500, 600 and 800 models also come with a choice of two suites for each 
model. Inspire gas fires from Valor can even be purchased with a frameless kit 
which requires no trim.
The 400 is the first inset model in the Inspire range, offering a choice of three 
back liners, two trims each available in three-sided or four-sided designs, as well  
as a choice of three luxurious suites.

State-of-the-art controls
For the ultimate in convenience, all fires in the Inspire collection also come 
with Valor’s unique Fireslide control, a first of its kind for premium gas fires, 
which lets you easily adjust the flame output with a simple slide control.
The 500, 600, 800 and 1000 models also support the option for an 
advanced remote control, offering a host of features from the comfort of 
the armchair including on/off, output control and operation modes including 
thermostatic, eco and programme modes.

Discover ‘Inspire’, a stunning collection of landscape gas fires from Valor 
and bring a sense of style, quality and prestige to your living space.
Combining design inspiration with innovative performance features  
and easy servicing, Inspire delivers the perfect package for your home.

Choose from a wide range of design choices, each delivering quality, versatility 
and all the atmosphere of a standout feature fire in your living room. 
All this from a brand you can trust, with a proud heritage and more than  
60 years of experience manufacturing gas fires for the home.
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Inspire 400 Fireslide Luminaire with grande trim in anthracite, mirrored liner and campfire logs



Inspire 400

• Max heat output 4.0kW
• Min heat output 1.1kW
• 84.5% efficiency
• Unique Fireslide control
• Luminaire LED technology
• Camp fire-esque flame picture
• Radiant & convected heat

Product features and benefits

Fireslide control black Luminaire LED Technology

• Can be fitted into wall or 
as part of suite 

• Choice of liner & trim options
• Natural gas
• Suitable for brick chimneys
• Glass fronted model
• Choice of standard or  

non-reflective glass
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Inspire 400 Atalanta Suite

• 48” Turkish limestone suite 
• Exclusive Valor Centre design
• Max heat output 4.0kW
• Min heat output 1.1kW
• 84.5% efficiency
• Unique Fireslide control
• Luminaire LED technology
• Camp fire-esque flame picture
• Radiant & convected heat

Product features and benefits

• Can be fitted into wall or 
as part of suite

• Choice of liner & trim options
• Natural gas
• Suitable for brick chimneys
• Glass fronted model
• Choice of standard or  

non-reflective glass

Fireslide control chrome

Note:  The Inspire 400 gas fire can only be hearth mounted with the Atalanta suite

Luminaire LED Technology
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Inspire 400 Fireslide Luminaire Atalanta suite with 3-sided edge trim in chrome, black liner and campfire logs



Inspire 400 Fireslide Luminaire Vicenza suite with 4-sided grande trim in black, vermiculite liner & campfire logs



Inspire 400 Vicenza Suite

Product features and benefits

Fireslide control black Luminaire LED Technology

• 45” Portuguese limestone suite 
• Exclusive Valor Centre design
• Max heat output 4.0kW
• Min heat output 1.1kW
• 84.5% efficiency
• Unique Fireslide control
• Luminaire LED technology
• Camp fire-esque flame picture
• Radiant & convected heat

• Can be fitted into wall or 
as part of suite

• Choice of liner & trim options
• Natural gas
• Suitable for brick chimneys
• Glass fronted model
• Choice of standard or  

non-reflective glass
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Inspire 500
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Product features and benefits

• Max heat output 4.0kW
• Min heat output 1.8kW
• 80% efficiency
• Fireslide or remote control
• Simplex burner technology
• Can be fitted into wall or  

as part of suite
• Radiant & convected heat
• Choice of liner & trim options

• Choice of oak or rustic logs 
• Natural gas
• Suitable for brick chimneys
• Frameless kit available
• Realistic flame picture
• Glass fronted model
• Choice of standard or  

non-reflective glass

Fireslide control chrome Remote control
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Inspire 500 Fireslide with edge trim in brushed chrome, mirrored glass liner and rustic logs



Inspire 500 Remote Palermo suite with frameless kit, vermiculite liner and rustic logs



Engine Measurements

Inspire 500 Palermo Suite

Product features and benefits

• 44" Portuguese limestone suite
• Exclusive Valor Centre design
• Max heat output 4.0kW
• Min heat output 1.8kW
• 80% efficiency
• Fireslide or remote control
• Simplex burner technology
• Can be fitted into wall or 

as part of suite
• Radiant & convected heat

• Choice of liner & trim options
• Choice of oak or rustic logs 
• Natural gas
• Suitable for brick chimneys
• Frameless kit available
• Realistic flame picture
• Glass-fronted model
• Choice of standard or  

non-reflective glass
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Inspire 500 Vicenza Suite

Product features and benefits

• 45" Portuguese limestone suite
• Exclusive Valor Centre design
• Max heat output 4.0kW
• Min heat output 1.8kW
• 80% efficiency
• Fireslide or remote control
• Simplex burner technology
• Can be fitted into wall or  

as part of suite
• Radiant & convected heat

• Choice of liner & trim options
• Choice of oak or rustic logs 
• Natural gas
• Suitable for brick chimneys
• Frameless kit available
• Realistic flame picture
• Glass fronted model
• Choice of standard or  

non-reflective glass
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Fireslide control chrome Remote control



Inspire 500 Remote Vicenza suite with edge trim in black, black liner and rustic logs



Inspire 600 Fireslide with edge trim in chrome, mirrored glass liner and oak logs



Engine Measurements

Inspire 600

Product features and benefits

• Max heat output 4.0kW
• Min heat output 1.5kW
• 75% efficiency
• Fireslide or remote control
• Duo burner technology
• Can be fitted into wall or  

as part of suite
• Radiant & convected heat
• Choice of liner & trim options

• Choice of oak or rustic logs 
• Natural gas
• Suitable for brick chimneys
• Frameless kit available 
• Realistic flame picture
• Glass fronted model
• Choice of standard or  

non-reflective glass

Fireslide control black Remote control
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Inspire 600 Napoli Suite

Product features and benefits

• 48" Portuguese limestone suite
• Exclusive Valor Centre design
• Max heat output 4.0kW
• Min heat output 1.5kW
• 75% efficiency
• Fireslide or remote control
• Duo burner technology
• Can be fitted into wall or  

as part of suite
• Radiant & convected heat

• Choice of liner & trim options
• Choice of oak or rustic logs 
• Natural gas
• Suitable for brick chimneys
• Frameless kit available 
• Realistic flame picture
• Glass fronted model
• Choice of standard or  

non-reflective glass

Fireslide control chrome Remote control
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Inspire 600 Remote Napoli suite with frameless kit, vermiculite liner and oak logs



Inspire 600 Remote Verona suite with edge trim in black, brick liner and oak logs



Inspire 600 Verona Suite
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Product features and benefits

• 48" Portuguese limestone suite
• Exclusive Valor Centre design
• Max heat output 4.0kW
• Min heat output 1.5kW
• 75% efficiency
• Fireslide or remote control
• Duo burner technology
• Can be fitted into wall or  

as part of suite
• Radiant & convected heat

• Choice of liner & trim options
• Choice of oak or rustic logs 
• Natural gas
• Suitable for brick chimneys
• Frameless kit available 
• Realistic flame picture
• Glass fronted model
• Choice of standard or  

non-reflective glass

Fireslide control black Remote control
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Inspire 800

Product features and benefits

• Max heat output 4.6kW
• Min heat output 1.6kW
• 80% efficiency
• Fireslide or remote control
• Duo burner technology
• Can be fitted into wall or  

as part of suite
• Radiant & convected heat
• Choice of liner & trim options

• Choice of oak or rustic logs 
• Natural gas
• Suitable for brick chimneys
• Frameless kit available
• Realistic flame picture
• Glass fronted model
• Choice of standard or  

non-reflective glass

Fireslide control chrome Remote control
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Inspire 800 Fireslide with edge trim in brushed chrome, vermiculite liner and oak logs



Inspire 800 Remote Abruzzo suite with frameless kit, black liner and oak logs



Inspire 800 Abruzzo Suite

Product features and benefits

• 54" Portuguese limestone suite
• Exclusive Valor Centre design
• Max heat output 4.6kW
• Min heat output 1.6kW
• 80% efficiency
• Fireslide or remote control 
• Duo burner technology
• Can be fitted into wall or  

as part of suite
• Radiant & convected heat

• Choice of liner & trim options
• Choice of oak or rustic logs 
• Natural gas
• Suitable for brick chimneys
• Frameless kit available
• Realistic flame picture
• Glass fronted model
• Choice of standard or  

non-reflective glass
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Fireslide control black Remote control
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Inspire 800 Messina Suite

Product features and benefits

• 56" Portuguese limestone suite
• Exclusive Valor Centre design
• Max heat output 4.6kW
• Min heat output 1.6kW
• 80% efficiency
• Fireslide or remote control
• Duo burner technology
• Can be fitted into wall or  

as part of suite
• Radiant & convected heat

• Choice of liner & trim options
• Choice of oak or rustic logs 
• Natural gas
• Suitable for brick chimneys
• Frameless kit available
• Realistic flame picture
• Glass fronted model 
• Choice of standard or  

non-reflective glass

Fireslide control chrome Remote control
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Inspire 800 Remote Messina suite with frameless kit, vermiculite liner and oak logs



Inspire 1000 Fireslide with edge trim in anthracite, mirrored glass liner and oak logs



Fireslide control black Remote control

Inspire 1000 Fireslide

Product features and benefits

• Max heat output 4.9kW
• Min heat output 1.9kW
• 78% efficiency
• Fireslide or remote control
• Duo burner technology
• Can be fitted into wall or  

as part of suite
• Radiant & convected heat
• Choice of liner & trim options

• Choice of oak or rustic logs 
• Natural gas
• Suitable for brick chimneys
• Frameless kit available
• Realistic flame picture
• Glass fronted model
• Choice of standard or  

non-reflective glass
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Inspire 1000 Remote

Product features and benefits

• Max heat output 4.9kW
• Min heat output 1.7kW
• 78% efficiency
• Fireslide or remote control
• Duo burner technology
• Can be fitted into wall  

or as part of suite
• Radiant & convected heat
• Choice of liner & trim options

• Choice of oak or rustic logs 
• Natural gas
• Suitable for brick chimneys
• Frameless kit available
• Realistic flame picture
• Glass fronted model
• Choice of standard or  

non-reflective glass

Fireslide control chrome Remote control
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Inspire 1000 Remote with frameless kit, vermiculite liner and oak logs



Chimney Options 

Model Height Width Depth
Min Max Min Max Min Max

Inspire 400 Fireslide 556mm 566mm 400mm 435mm 340mm –
Inspire 500 Fireslide 556mm 566mm 500mm 535mm 315mm –
Inspire 500 Remote 556mm 566mm 500mm 535mm 315mm –
Inspire 600 Fireslide 450mm 460mm 600mm 635mm 340mm –
Inspire 600 Remote 450mm 460mm 600mm 635mm 340mm –
Inspire 800 Fireslide 450mm 460mm 800mm 835mm 340mm –
Inspire 800 Remote 450mm 460mm 800mm 835mm 340mm –
Inspire 1000 Fireslide 450mm 460mm 922mm 957mm 340mm –
Inspire 1000 Remote 450mm 460mm 922mm 957mm 340mm –

Fireplace Openings

Note: Please consult the installation instructions before commencing any building work.

Look at the pictures and decide which one best matches the chimney at your home. Please note that the Inspire Collection is only suitable for Brick Chimneys (BC).

Choose from standard or non-reflective glass.  Non-reflective glass offers crystal clear transparency. It reduces reflections  
to just a fraction of those seen with conventional glass.

Brick Chimney (BC)
The classic brick built 
chimney is suitable for 
all gas fires.

Pre-fabricated Flue (PF) 
Pre-fabricated chimneys 
are suitable for most gas 
fires dependent on flue 
depth and diameter.

Pre-cast Flue (PCF)
Pre-cast flues are found 
in most modern homes 
and are suitable for 
slimline gas fires.

No Chimney (NC)
No chimney or flue? 
Balanced flue gas fires  
are suitable in this case.

32
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Model Heat Output Heat Input Net Efficiency Control Chimney Type Installation Options Engine Dimensions
Min Max Min Max Brick Pre-Fab Pre-Cast None H W D

Inspire 400 Fireslide Gas 1.1kW 4.0kW 1.6kW 5.3kW 84.5% Fireslide Wall mounted or Hearth 574 446 292
Inspire 500 Fireslide Gas 1.8kW 4.0kW 2.7kW 5.55kW 80% Fireslide Wall mounted or Hearth 574 546 267
Inspire 500 Remote Gas 1.8kW 4.0kW 3.0kW 5.55kW 80% Remote Wall mounted or Hearth 574 546 267
Inspire 600 Fireslide Gas 1.5kW 4.0kW 2.4kW 6.0kW 75% Fireslide Wall mounted or Hearth 470 646 293
Inspire 600 Remote Gas 1.5kW 4.0kW 2.4kW 6.0kW 75% Remote Wall mounted or Hearth 470 646 293
Inspire 800 Fireslide Gas 1.6kW 4.6kW 2.4kW 6.4kW 80% Fireslide Wall mounted or Hearth 470 846 293
Inspire 800 Remote Gas 1.6kW 4.6kW 2.4kW 6.4kW 80% Remote Wall mounted or Hearth 470 846 293
Inspire 1000 Fireslide Gas 1.9kW 4.9kW 2.8kW 6.95kW 79% Fireslide Wall mounted or Hearth 470 968 293
Inspire 1000 Remote Gas 1.7kW 4.9kW 2.5kW 6.95kW 79% Remote Wall mounted or Hearth 470 968 293

 

Slate Liner

Technical Chart

Liner Options

Brick LinerBlack Liner Mirrored Glass Liner Vermiculite Liner

33Note: The Inspire 400 model is only available with a choice of black, mirrored glass & vermiculite liners

Important Notice: All dimensions stated within the specification table are intended as guidance only. Please consult installation instructions before commencing any building work. 
The right to change specification without prior notice is reserved. No liability is accepted for problems caused by poor installation or misuse of product.

Edge Trims
Trim Options

Grande Trims

Note: The Inspire 400 model comes with a choice of a 3-sided or 4-sided trim available in the above designs and colour finishes

Anthracite AnthraciteBlack BlackBrushed Chrome Brushed ChromeChrome Chrome



Trim Dimensions

Dimension 500FS/500RC 
Frameless

500FS/500RC 
Grande Trim

500FS/500RC 
Edge Trim

A 545mm 627mm 582mm
B 486mm 597mm 552mm
C 25mm 10mm 10mm

Frameless Grande Trim Edge Trim

A

B

A

C
C

C
B

A

B
Inspire 500 model
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3 Sided Grande Trim 3 Sided Edge Trim 4 Sided Grande Trim 4 Sided Edge Trim

Inspire 400 model
BB BB

CC CC

Dimension 400FS 3 Sided 
Grande Trim

400FS 3 Sided 
Edge Trim

400FS 4 Sided 
Grande Trim

400FS 4 Sided 
Edge Trim

A 604mm 581mm 627mm 582mm
B 501mm 456mm 501mm 456mm
C 10mm 10mm 10mm 10mm

A A A A

Note:  The frameless kit option is not available on the Inspire 400 model



Trim Dimensions

Gather Hood Connector Kits
For added flexibility of installation, all four Inspire models come with the option of a gather hood 
connector kit, designed exclusively for the Inspire collection, which allows the fire to connect to a 
flexible flue system. 

Product Code Description

061621 Gather Hood Connector Kit - 500
061638 Gather Hood Connector Kit – 400 & 600
061645 Gather Hood Connector Kit – 800 & 1000

Dimension 600FS/600RC 
Frameless

800FS/800RC 
Frameless

1000FS/1000RC 
Frameless

600FS/600RC 
Grande Trim

800FS/800RC 
Grande Trim

1000FS/1000RC 
Grande Trim

600FS/600RC 
Edge Trim

800FS/800RC 
Edge Trim

1000FS/1000RC 
Edge Trim

A 443mm 443mm 443mm 521mm 521mm 521mm 476mm 476mm 476mm
B 590mm 790mm 912mm 697mm 897mm 1019mm 652mm 852mm 974mm
C 25mm 25mm 25mm 10mm 10mm 10mm 10mm 10mm 10mm
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B

A

C
B CCB

A

Frameless Grande Trim Edge Trim

A

CB

A

CB

A

CB

Inspire 600, 800 & 1000 Models



Surround Options
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Inspire 400/500 Palermo Suite
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Inspire 400/500 Vicenza Suite
Note:  When fitting an Inspire 400 model with the Palermo suite the fireplace opening dimensions are:  H: 555 W:400 Note:  When fitting an Inspire 400 model with the Vicenza suite the fireplace opening dimensions are:  H: 555 W:400

Surrounds Care
The surrounds featured in this brochure are made from beautiful materials naturally formed 
over millions of years, they have very individual features and characteristics encapsulated 
within them.  From inside the raging furnaces of a cooling world there are the close up 
flowing swirls and veins of the molten rocks and from the crashing shores of oceans long ago, 
there are the shells and fossils nestled among the silt and shingle of ebbing tides. 

Your fireplace should be protected from staining. In the event of an accident soak up any 
spillage immediately.  Where staining has occurred, use a specialist stone cleaning and 
resealing kit, following the instructions given by Valor.  Before cleaning, turn off the fire 
and allow to cool beforehand. Dust down regularly with a soft clean brush and occasionally 
wipe over with a damp cloth.

Inspire 400 Atalanta Suite
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Note:  The Inspire 400 gas fire can only be hearth mounted with the Atalanta suite
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Surround Options

Inspire 600 Napoli Suite 
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Inspire 600 Verona Suite
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Inspire 800 Abruzzo Suite
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Inspire 800 Messina Suite
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Duo burner (600, 800 & 1000 models only) 
The Inspire ‘Duo’ burner is divided into three sections which allows the front  
burner to be lit on low (setting 1) or on medium (setting 2) and also enables  
both burners to be on full (setting 3).

Setting 1 – Low Setting 2 – Medium Setting 3 – High

Burner Settings 

Campfire Burner (400 model)
The Inspire 400 model is fitted with advanced burner technology, which  
provides an unbeatable ‘camp-fire’-esque flame picture and glow.

The Inspire 400 model features Luminaire, a unique under-bed LED lighting  
module, creating a warming glow that can be enjoyed with or without heat.

Simplex Burner (500 models only)
The Inspire 500 models are fitted with a Simplex burner, which offers  
a realistic flame picture and glow.

Setting 1 – Low

Setting 1 – Low Setting 2 – Medium Setting 3 – High

Setting 2 – Medium Setting 3 – High Luminaire - under-bed lighting
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High Efficiency High Efficiency - Gas
Valor’s dedicated research and development facility combines the latest 
technology with innovative techniques to ensure our products offer the 
highest possible efficiency. This not only helps consumers meet energy 
targets, but also keeps running costs to a minimum.

Gas fires are a great way to reduce the overall fuel usage in the home. They offer an effective way 
of heating the space you are living in which allows the central heating to be turned down or even off. 
Gas fires deliver heat in two modes, radiant and convection. They do not need electricity so you 
have a secure option for heat in power outages or boiler breakdowns.

Terms & Conditions
Valor’s policy is one of continual improvement and development. The right to change specification 
without prior notice is reserved, therefore the actual product may change and so the image shown 
may not be an exact representation. All images within the brochure were correct at the time of print. 
Reproduction of colours is as accurate as the photographic processes will allow. 

Though accurate at the time of printing, this brochure is not intended to replace the installation manual 
which provides more detailed information. The statutory rights of the consumer are not affected.  
No liability will be accepted for problems caused by poor installation or misuse of the product.

All our products carry the CE Mark complying  
with European safety standards.

Our products are made in accordance with Quality 
Management System Standard ISO 9001.

State of the Art Controls

Fireslide control – Inspire 400 Fireslide control – Inspire 500, 600, 800 & 1000

Remote Control Fireslide Control
The remote control for the Inspire Collection is a premium 
control offering a host of features from the comfort of the 
armchair including on/off, flame settings & output control 
and a host of operation modes including thermostatic,  
eco and programme modes. It also offers a child proof 
mode for extra piece of mind. 

For the ultimate in convenience, all fires in the Inspire collection also come with Valor’s unique 
Fireslide control, a first of its kind for premium gas fires, which lets you easily adjust the flame 
output with a simple slide control.
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Valor is a Glen Dimplex Heating & Ventilation Brand
Millbrook House, Grange Drive, Hedge End, Southampton S030 2DF

tel: 0344 879 3588

email: customer.services@glendimplex.com             website: www.valorinspire.co.uk               @ValorFires               Valor Fires 


